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A week of huge points  

Well done students for the effort you have been putting in to being ready for learning when your 

classes open each day. Megan, Patrick and Eddie had a huge week for points. Eddie 650 points 

for trying his best to complete his work every day and Megan and Patrick were doing all the set 

work each day. Well done parents for rewarding the efforts of your children. 

When students get to 5000 points in a term they will receive their prize of a gift voucher or an 

identified item to the value of $25. Next week we will let you lknow how many points you will 

need to receive your reward…... 

CLASS 1  

Well done to Class 1 for another wonderful week of home learning. Class 1 have been busy com-

pleting their home packs as well as getting out and about for some exercise. Thank you to Eddie 

and Ryan for sending in some fantastic photos. It is great to see your faces and all the fantastic 

things you are achieving at home. Stay safe everyone. Miss Shaylee and Miss Keli.    

CLASS 2 
It’s been a great seeing all the kids online and doing their best to stay focused online. The stu-
dents have been exploring the topic of Healthy eating and the importance of hydration in main-
taining a healthy body and lifestyle. I’d also like to again thank all the hard work put in by parent 
and carers in helping the students maintain their motivation and complete their work. Lastly, I’d 
love to say a big Happy Birthday to Cameron. turning 12 this week. Hope everyone stays happy 
and healthy. Mr Chris Sinton   
CLASS 3 

Students persevered through another week of online learning or learning from home. Parents 

and carers are making a tremendous effort in guiding their children or children in their care 

through their work at home. Well done to Zac, Aiden and Ejay for all the work you are doing at 

home and for participating in the Carinya Art Competition and the Carinya Olympics Competi-

tion. In Geography this week we looked similarities and differences between places, focusing on 

settlement and patterns, settlement and interconnections, demographic characteristics and simi-

larities and differences between places. Devan & Claudia   

CLASS 4 

Class 4 have tried their hardest to keep enthusiastic to their online learning commitments. It has 

been wonderful to see Nino, Dennis, Mason and George  join every TEAMS lesson three times a 

day. A big THANK YOU to parents for your commitment and support in these different times. It’s 

been amazing to see students be flexible and adapt to this mode of learning. We are keeping up 

with our literacy skills in the mornings, financial mathematics in the middle session, and wellbe-

ing/creative arts activities in the afternoons. Keep it up class 4. Stay safe and take care! Ms Shona 

and Ms Stine . 

READING ROOMS  

The reading rooms are still going strong, it’s a great way to keep reading and keep engaged dur-

ing this online learning time. Special thanks to Neil De Launay for his wonderful reading and join-

ing all his sessions on time! If parents have any questions regarding their children’s times, please 

contact their teacher and they will let you know.    
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CLASS 6 

Class 6 have been doing a wonderful job of engaging in whole class lessons and showing just how much they 

have been learning through the weeks by answering questions and having discussions. In Science this week 

the class got to watch a documentary that went in depth about the Solar System and took notes to place up 

on their assignment.  PDH this week was a fun one where we looked at advertising techniques to make 

foods more appealing in photographs and on television ads.  Some of the techniques were fascinating 

but there were others the class couldn’t get on board with, like adding glue to milk then adding the cereal 

on top so the cereal does not sink but stays afloat.   On top of all this wonderful learning class 6 have been 

engaging in, a few of them have also been working on recording their video for Carinya Olympics.  Jayden 

showed us some of his fail and success skateboarding videos which reminded us all to persevere because 

failure is part of the learning process.  Keep up the great work at home class 6, you are doing great.  Positive 

thought for the day: One small positive thought in the morning can change your whole day! Mrs Jennifer, 

Mr Luke and Ms Dot.  

CLASS 7  

I would like to thank the students in class 7 for their attention and engagement in our remote lessons once 
again. I am happily surprised at their growing independence in completing their work. I would also like to 
send out a huge Thank You to the parents and carers in the background giving their support as well. This 
week we have been testing our skills each morning with different online activities to awaken our thinking 
skills. We have been doing crosswords, face recognition and other brain games.   
Megan, Patrick and Ren listened to a story Called ‘Give Me Some Space’ read by NASA astronaut Shannon 
Walker – from the International Space Station. It is from a great site called Story Time from Space. They 
wrote reviews of the story and drew some wonderful pictures.  
Regards, Michelle  
 
CLASS 8 
This week I would like to congratulate Connor for completely finishing his Year 11 Distance Education IPT 

course! It has been a very long and difficult road, but a great lesson in determination, perseverance and 

how important having a great support network is! Congratulations to your support network too-you know 

who you are. It has been great to see Jamie focusing more on his work this week-keep it up Jamie, and I 

encourage you to try your best Ally-all learning is important-no matter how big or how small.  Great work 

Rowan-your sense of humour and commitment to learning is welcome and Zac we have been so impressed 

with your maturity in lessons. A real pleasure to teach Zac! Keep it up.  Answers to quiz questions from pre-

vious weeks:  

There are 7 000 batteries in a Tesla, you would rather live on Tuvalu because they have a better life expec-
tancy than Nauru and Kiribati is sinking! Oh and I was holding magnets (see below). 
 
PDHPE: Students have been learning about Safe sex practices – Contraception. The purpose of this lesson is 
to create awareness about the various types of contraception, their effectiveness and where to access them 
to help people avoid getting pregnant.  
English: Students have been trying their best to write their first Persuasive text draft on the prompt ‘Are 
dogs better than cats’. What do you think????  Ms Arshia. Art: This week, students have joined forces 
with Together In ArtMaking- an initiative from the Art gallery of NSW, renowned Australian painter 
Ben Quilty and his daughter Livvy to draw a funny a face. Thanks Rowan 

 
For this week we are going back in history: 

Use the Morse Code to decipher the message 
 

 

 


